Consigned by Thundermint Farm, Pittsfield, IL

CONSTANT MACHINE
(Illinois Eligible)
Bay Colt; Foaled March 27, 2011; Brand 9JA40

By BIG GREEN MACHINE p,4,1:49.3 [$511,958] by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. 28 wins.
Big Green Machine’s oldest foals are three-year-olds in 2012 (crop of 5) including CASINO PIRATE, NOW TO INFINITY, GREEN SHIRA. 2012 two-year-olds (crop of 6) includes BUMMED OUT.

1st Dam
CONSTANT VISION p,2,2:05h; 4,1:55.4 [$27,737] by Art’s Conquest p,3,1:50. 4 wins. At 2, winner NICA S. at Henry; second in Downstate Classic at Lincoln, IL Stallion S. at Carmi, IDOA S. at Springfield, MWIRA S. at Rushville and Carlinville; third in ISDBA Spring Preview at Springfield and race timed 1:57. At 3, third in ISDBA Spring Preview at DuQuoin; race timed 1:55.1. Dam of:

- CONSTANT CHEERS p,3,1:59.3-'12 (m, Final Cheers) ($8,465). 2 wins. At 2, third in IncredibleT illie S. at Balmoral; race timed 1:56.1.
- THE TIME IS NOW p,2,2:01.3h; 3,1:58h; 4,1:52 (Arts Conquest) ($29,780). 6 wins.
- CONSTANT VISION p,2,2:05h; 4,1:55.4 (m, Arts Conquest) ($29,780). 5 wins. As above.
- CHEVIE IMAGE p,2,1:59.1; 3,1:55.4 (Cole Muffler) ($14,295). 5 wins at 2 and 3.
- CHEVIE WINNER p,4,1:51.4 ($213,181), CHEVIE FLY BYE p,4,1:56.2, etc.

2nd Dam
FLASHING BY by Bret Hanover p,4,T1:53.3. Dam of 11 foals including a 3-year-old, 7 winners, including:

- CONSTANT CHANGE p,3,1:59.3-12 (m, Final Cheers) ($580,216). 38 wins. At 3, third in Cons. Langley Memor-ial Pace, Cons. IL State Fair Colt S. At 4, winner Cook County S. at Maywood; 6, winner Cook County S. at Maywood, Cons. Dan Patch S. at Balmoral; second in Associates S. at Maywood. At 4, winner leg Ideal Society Series at Maywood; leg Ideal Society Series at Balmoral; second in Cons. Trendsetter Senior Series, Final Ideal Society Series at Maywood, Final Ideal Society Series at Maywood; third in leg Trendsetter Senior Series.
- THE TIME IS NOW p,2,2:01.3h; 3,1:58h; 4,1:52 (Arts Conquest) ($20,780). 6 wins.
- CONSTANT VISION p,2,2:05h; 4,1:55.4 (m, Arts Conquest) ($20,780). 5 wins. As above.
- FLASHY CONQUEST p,1:56.4h (Arts Conquest) ($22,616). 8 wins.
- Constant Enemy (h, Cole Muffler). Now 3.
- Chevie In Motion (m, Cole Muffler). Dam of Orange & Blue winner CHEVIE WINNER p,4,1:50.1 ($213,181), CHEVIE FLY BYE p,4,1:56.2, etc.

3rd Dam
DESPERATE WOMAN p,3,2:02 [$17,765] by Overtrick p,3,1:57.1h. 7 wins at 3 and 4. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, including:

- DESPERATE LADY p,2,2:05.1; 3,1:54.1 (m, Rothy Hanover) ($287,797). 40 wins. At 2, winner KFC S. at Quad City, Maywood, Sportsmans, etc. Spring Championship S. at Maywood, Golden Miss Preview at Sportsmans, etc.; second in IDOA S. at Fairmount Park, etc. Dam of DECENT LAWYER p,1:51 ($246,496), FLYING NUKE p,1:53.1 ($105,939), LETTIN'HORSEROLL p,1:53.4 ($105,939). DESPERATE WARNING p,3,1:54.3.
- DESPERATE SOCIETY p,3,2:00.3h; 1:57.1h (Ideal Society) ($143,401). 15 wins. At 3, winner ICF S. at Sportsmans.
- DESPERATE CASANDRA p,3,1:58.2f (m, Nihilator) ($6,230). 3 wins at 3.
- DESPERATE SKIPPER p,2,1:59.4f; 1:59.4h (Gay Skipper) ($23,588). 6 wins. At 2, winner Cardinal (elim.) at Sportsmans.
- Desperate Duchess p,3,2:03.4f; 4,2:01.4f (m, Ambro Wolf) ($2,400). Dam of FANCY STRIDE p,3,1:56.2 and IDEAL DUCHESS p,3,1:58.3.

Producer: Desperate Princess (dam of FALCONER p,3,1:55.3), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS
IL Conceived & Foaled